
POST RE WRITE ANIME

Rewrite is a television anime series based on the visual novel of the same name. The series' first season had 13
episodes, and premiered on July 2, , airing.

Kotarou gets a call from Esaka to return to Japan, and he says goodbye to Jasmine before leaving. However,
when they attempt to kill Kagari, Midou protects them, allowing Kotarou and Kagari to escape before Midou's
life force is ultimately consumed by the familiars he wields. Kotarou sees a light in the forest, and after hiding
Akane, goes to investigate. There, he meets Sizuru who is a regular at the stand. Description: Kazamatsuri, a
modern, well-developed city renowned for its burgeoning greenery and rich Japanese culture, is home to
Kotarou Tennouji, a high schooler least privy to the place's shared values. These items included telephone
cards , gift cards , mobile phone straps, pin buttons , desk mats, posters, cushion covers, tote bags , tapestries,
and bed sheets. Kotarou volunteers to monitor a low-priority zone in the forest so he can operate freely, giving
him time to infiltrate Gaia and become a summoner. Kotarou takes the girls to the Moon where he finally
reunites with Kagari as the two embrace and share a kiss. Kagari makes more progress with her theory, and it
is completed when Kotarou adds a small piece to the theory saying he wants to meet her again someday.
Kagari kills him when he tries to get close to her, only for him to awaken in his bed later. Kotarou, who is
interested in the mysteries of Kazamatsuri, especially the reports of unidentified mysterious animals , spends
times with five girls in the occult research society at his school: Kotori Kanbe, Chihaya Ohtori, Sizuru
Nakatsu, Lucia Konohana, and Akane Senri, who is also the club president. While trying to fend them off,
three claw-like blades emerge from his wrist, killing one of the creatures while the other two flee. Kotarou
talks to Esaka about wanting to be more useful, and Esaka suggests he join a private security firm affiliated
with Guardian to fight overseas. Aurora manipulates his energy to form weapons like a sword or claw. The
world is gonna die, eh. Kazamatsuri is partly destroyed when Gaia attempts to force Kagari to initiate
re-evolution, but Kotarou manages to stop this from occurring. Kotaoru uses his Rewrite ability to give him
enough strength to save the kids before returning to his home base. Auctions in July for , yen. There is no plot
in Rewrite. Not because I care about the planet, but because, sometimes, I just feel that a lot of people dying
would fix things. There is just enough energy and resources left for a final re-evolution. Another heroine is
first-year student Sizuru Nakatsu, a shy girl on the public ethics committee [17] who has excellent hearing,
eyesight and can read lips. Life is extinguished in most of them, but humans evolve in one of them, only for
their civilization to be destroyed by the Key. Read the rules for examples.


